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Background

• In June 2018 the DMM recommended that the ISO 

consider actions to be taken to reduce the conditions in 

which market power may exist

• DMM tracks a system-level residual supply index metric 

that shows growing structural uncompetitive conditions

• ISO completed its analysis and received stakeholder 

feedback

• ISO seeks a well-rounded observation of system-level 

market power conditions in its energy markets to inform 

its policy decisions
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Agenda

• Structural competitiveness analysis

– Various supply and demand input assumptions and results

– Inclusion of virtual supply

– Accounting for market trends going forward

• Other considerations

– Supply scarcity

– Gas costs

– Resource adequacy

• Policy options
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STRUCTURAL 

COMPETITIVENESS ANALYSIS
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ISO’s analysis shows system-level structurally 

uncompetitive conditions likely in 55 hours in 2018

Demand assumptions

• Day-ahead demand forecast

• Ancillary services requirements

• Self-scheduled exports

– DMM did not originally include

• Losses

– DMM did not originally include

Supply assumptions

• Available physical supply bid-in to the day-ahead market

– DMM originally used supply available from market-committed 

generation

• Gross virtual supply bid-in to the day-ahead market

– DMM did not include virtual supply
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Analysis used gross virtual supply although it may be 

reasonable to use net virtual supply
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• Analysis included all bid-in virtual supply in PS

– Bid-in virtual supply competes with physical supply

– Virtual supply limits the price impact of market power

• Intend to try to capture unscheduled supply that will be available in 

the market

– It may be reasonable to evaluate net virtual supply offered into 

the market (virtual supply minus virtual demand)
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Potential refinements to the methodology and likely 

results

• DMM has adopted our additional demand assumptions

• DMM agrees that using bid-in physical supply may be a 

better representation but notes it may tend to over-

estimate supply

• ISO intended to represent unscheduled supply using 

virtual supply offers.  To this end, it may be reasonable to 

adjust the methodology to use net virtual supply offered

• Supply should include ancillary service offers that are not 

overlapping energy offers
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The analysis did not attempt to project the residual 

supply index going-forward

• Physical aspects

– Planned retirements

– Planned interconnections

• Ownership and participation aspects

– Resource ownership transitions

– Assumptions about total import supply available in the future

– Assumptions about the quantity of supply that each 

particular affiliates would offer each hour
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
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Residual supply index failures generally occur during 

the net load peak hours when supply is extremely tight
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Relatively high prices and low prices occur regardless 

when RSI<1 and our highest prices occur when supply 

reserves are extremely low
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Structural uncompetitive conditions observed when 

supply reserves are lowest
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Relatively high prices occur on days where gas prices 

are high
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Available RA capacity falls short of load forecast on 

many days
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Several thousand MW shortfall of available RA 

capacity to meet actual peak load plus contingency 

reserves in most summer months
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Policy implications for the CAISO, CPUC, and LSEs to 

consider

• Load-serving entity energy procurement and hedging

– Fixed price forward energy contracts

– Community choice aggregators

• Resource adequacy provisions

– Capacity only contracts versus capacity plus energy

– Counting rules and time of need

– Bidding rules and supply availability

– Import RA rules and supply availability

• System-level market power mitigation process

– Implementation considerations

– Related consequences
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